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The History of the 'l'reatment of Ingui:nal Hernia

i:)enior 1'hesis
by

l1ugene ;;. .t::wing

April 26, 1935

Introduction
In considering an introduction for a paper of this
type, a lengthy dissertation seems rather futile.

In

most historical papers very little that is new is introduced, as each

see~er

of bygone happenings must take the

recorded events made by another historian and elaborate
upon them.

I have rounded up most of the desirable

material on the subject, the History of the Treatment of
Inguinal Hernia, adjusted it into its proper place, and
tried to make an interesting, concise paper, and yet adhering to a strictly historical background.
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The HistGry of the Treatment of Inguinal Hernia

Rupture was most oertainly reoognized with the beginning of man, and the subjeot of its treatment an anoient
ene.

In its assooiation t. earliest medical and surgioal

thQught the two are in all probability oontemporary.

There

is little doubt but that the first person afflioted with
hernia was the first to seek relief from it.

He probably

learned to find relief in reoumbent positions and by manual
pressure, and possibly methods used today.
The art of herniology no doubt started with the Egypt'ians about 4000 B.O.

Until reoently all we knew of them was

derived from Ebers Papyrus, but with the translation of the
Edwin Smith Papyrus there is new, information.

Its praotioal

handbook for treatment starts from the head downward, but
unfortunately stops at the breast.
did lithotomies

However, oonsidering they

(3) oataracts and other operations it seems

logical to suspeot them of doing some sort of herniotomy. It
is known that they reoognized and treated the oondition extensively with trusses.

(13) Bass oites an interesting oom-

ment on the standing of the Egyptian healer.

"Their profits

are large, they eat oooked offerings and reoeive every day
many geese and muoh beef.

Wine also is given them.

So they

have no very bad time."
The Babylonians had no regular physioians.

The unfQr-

tunate was plaoed in a publio square and passers-by were
foroed to stop and give oonsul if they had suffered a similar
condition.

Oases of strangulated hernia probably reoeived
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but little consul, as n goodly percentage of those preb~yond.

viously afflicted had probably passed

The attainments of the Jews were scanty in surgery,
regards hernia they were particuln.rly bac.lcvvard.

AS

Anyone hav-

ing such a condi tion was. instead of gi v(~n sympathy, expelled from the congregation.
:Phe Hindus were qui te pregressive in surgery.
tried most everything.

l 1hey

Repaired hairlip. laporotmy, re-

moved ovaries and even cataract.

Some mention is made of

herniotomy. but with no reference to the technique.
Hippocrates. one of the most noted anci ents in medical thou?ht recognized the condition.

He, however, was

rather conservative and preferrf>d to care for hernia
chiefly through trusses, rather than surgery.
About 100 A.D. lived one of the greatest of the Homan
surgeons, Celsus.

He operated extensively on hernia, es-

pecially umbilical, excising sacs and closing: the openings with sutures.
ing

fl

Paulus of

~egina

cites Celsus as say-

If the pati ent be a child, mBLCe an at tempt in the

first place with bandages.

In more advanced ages. if' a

large portion of the intestine has fnllen down, and attended by pain and vomiting, which symptoms usually arise
by the retention of feces, it is clear the
applicable."

~nife

is not

(27 )

This is probably the first description of a strangulated hernia.
1~7.

The anc i ents tr eo. ted thi s very

and never operated.

C onserva ti ve-

Celsus :tee ommends venesee ti on, tepid
bath,
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warm cataplasms, and spare diet, but disapproves of
pur2'itives.
Celsus is probably the firstmnn to operate ext ensi vely, and .2a111us ci tes him as sa../ iug: "When op eret ion is
done,

an incision in the groin down to the middle

ma~e

tunic, the lips are to be separated with hooks and the
membranes freed.

When the tunic is removed the testicle is

carefully cut out.
hernia.

~his

is to be done in chi11ren of mild

'''Jhen the patient is !2:rovn and thp' disease greater

the testicle is left.
Ce1sus

spea~s

of practitioners

who treated inguinal

hernia by reducing the contents of th g sac and apD1ying
pressure to the scrotum b.etween two blocks of wood.

In-

flamation and gangrene caused obliteration of the sac.
Heliodorus modified Ce1sus' operation about 100 years
later.

He separated the sac from the cord and cut it off

repl~cing

the testicle in the scrotum.

Probably th? next authority of any merit in the treatment of hernia was Ualen, who lived about 200 A.D.

::'7h11e

he treated tho condition extensively he made two mistakes
as regards its anatomy.
l!~irst

'he thought a hernia was not only a

rupture of the peri tO~H:mmt but of the aponeurosis of the
muscles as \Nell.'

1'his belief lasted many years and is

still prominent among the laity of

th~ ~resent

day.
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I.Phe '..:ireeks did not believe in dissection of human
-,

bodie~,

of

and Galen's second error CHme from the aisee-ction
He found the processus vazinalis patent und

mon~eys.

reasoned this to -be trl!.€ in hu-mans.
the orifice of the processus
dialuted in hernia.

~his

th~n

E'=

va~inalis

ar9:ued it 'tas

that ruptured or

error was Dot

~iscovered

until

Yernilius in the 16th century proved the peritoneum was not
open in the inguinal region.
~alen

preferred to treat hernia by

taxis in cases of strangulation.
a method of operation. (27)
are to be cured

hJ pressln~

removing as much

DS

b8n~a~es

an~

u~ed

However, he did describe

"Intestinal and omental hernia
up the intpstine or oTnF>ntum HnG

poss-ible of the spermatic vessels, and

otherwise drawing out the peritoneum, fomenting it, and
then cutting it off." He mentions it was customary to

~leed

the patient when he was plethoric.

years, as is d emonstr~lt ed by the method 01 Aet i HS of P..mida,
who lived in the 6th century.
Aetius wrote an extensive IJledicnl work, the 'l'etrabiblion,
dealing briefly with hernia.

He is thou?ht to have been a

Chril:ltian and aocoffl})lished his treatments with charms and
prayers.

In preparing- a plaster he recommended the physicl.Etns

should repeat:
~od

of Jacob

!I

1'he \.iod of Abraham,

th~

\.iod of Tsnsc, the

give virtue to this medicament."
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In regard to hernia he was a conservative,

statin~

that otlertltioIl was dangerous, and that surgical intervent ion, when s tran,?:ula tion was -ores ~nt should n lways be
avoided.

He preferred to treat his caS9S with a plnster,

a bandage, and a prayer.
In the seventh century EnuluB of
the picture.
by Omar

came into

~egina

He studied in Alexandria before its capture

(641 A.D.)

Paulus was nn itinerant physician.

who spent a great deal of time in Egypt and Asia

et..l

'f..

.:..

('1'

.';:;J

L

211.1..0..

~i~or.

Paulus classified inguinal hernias

into two groupst the enterocoele and the, bubonocoele.
He described the enterocoele, as a descent of the intestine into the scrotum, either by rupture of the peritoneum or by pushing it forlivard.
or otherwise stretching a
The procedure of

th~

Beini! cnused by blow, leap

wea~ened

operation

WfiS

portion of the body.
to put the nati9Dt in a

recumbent position, and the skin was then stretched by an
assistant. "A transverse incision was made,

Rn~

th? skin

fixed with hooks to such a degree as to afford passage of
the testis.

Then pnssing

to the size of

th~

~ound

fI

Dumber of hoo;cs proportionate

and dissecting the membranes and

fat with a blind hook cut across them.

~fter

laying bare

the peritoneum and introducing the finger into the sac at
the back part of the scrotum between the darti und oeritoneum we free the posterior Drocess

(the epididymis? )
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and then with the right hand

do~blin~

its' extremity to

the inside of the scrotum. end at the same time stretching the peritoneum'left hand. we brin2' the testicle and
tunica vaginalis to the incision and direct the assistant
to stretch the testicle, whilst we completely clear the
posterior process, ascertain by the
intestine be

como~eh~nded

fin~ers

if u fold of

in th0 vaginalis, if so it must

be pressed down into the belly.

Then we

tn~e

lar~e

n

sized needle contailling a dou'ole thread of ten rieces and
pass it

throu~h

the middle at the extremity of the periton-

eurn close to the incision and cutting the double,

ma~e

four

pieces of them, and bind the peritoneum secn.rel;l, being sure
non", of the nutrient vessels are stopped, another ligature
•
tt
far out was pu"1- In.

dft2r maKill!Z th'?se ligatures thp size of
left in th3 peritoneum, the hole
same time the testicle.
scrotum to favor the

Vias

finger

fl.

cut out aml at the

An incision was made in

dlschar~e.

WIlS

Then an

oblon~

th~

lower

pledget

and embrocations of oil were introduced nIld thc' Vio'ma bandaged.
Some of the surgeons, who after the incision into the
vaainalis cauterized the end 01 it, to stop haemorrhage.
They would then bathe them in hot water five times a day for
seven days.

Paulus says

ft

They had vi,'Qnd erful

SlICC ess

very little inflamation and rupid healing.
As to the Bubonocoele or actual inguinal hernia he

and
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states

»The enterocoele arising from a distention

commences as a bubonocoele.

For at first the Deritoneum

being stretched the relaxed intestine is protruded as
far as the

~roin.

Forming the disease the ancients op-

erated on in this manner.
making the incision to the extent of three

~iter
fin~ers

and

breadth transversely across the tumor in the groin

rernovin~

membranes and

f~}t

and the peritone'lm being

exposed in the middle, where it is rBised h-p to a point,
let the

~nob

of a probe be applied and the intestine press-

ed down, Bnd the prominences of the peritoneum be united
by suture, and then extract the orobe neither

cuttin~

the

peritonellm nor removing the testicle, hut ciulng it If:rith
the appLications for fresh wounds.
Bllt

since burning- is preferred by the moderns an,

account is given.
and

The man undergoes moderate excercise

coughed violently then

hBvin~

J

swelling b J triangle, with in.il:.

mar~

the place of the

TJay the patient dovm and

burn out the triangle, the ichorous discharge
away with

8

rag by an assistant.

bein~

wiped

In :;eople of motierate

weight the barn is carried down to the fat.
taLe care not to burn the peritoneum.

,In lean people

After burning, salts

were a:pplied And 8.n X shaped bandage put on, and the followin~

days the

wou~d

dressed with honey."

Hippocrates. says
not cure, the iron

(27)

":rho se dis eases which med i cines do

( the xcnife ? ) cures " I1hos e which iron
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cannot cure, fire cures: and those fire cannot cure are
rec~oned

wholly incurable.

«

Paulus does not give us any data as to the degree of
his success in permanent curee, but modern experience has
shown that his results could not have been very satisfactory.
4bout this time the

.~iohammedans

began to tJttain power.

1:'he s e arab ic soea.'.clng ne t ions inherited med iool leerning
from the }reeks.

It was chiefly through

~hem

that the

Jreez.: thouo:ht was preserved und chrunpioned throurrh the tenth
and eleventh centuries.

l5uch names

[lS

iili Abbas, .Avi c erma ,

and albucasis .and Rhazes appeared.
Rhazes (27) states correctly ttet t@rnie generally

the cavity of the abdomen to the testicle.

In ordinary cases

he says there is no rupture of thl'· peri toneam.

He states

the omentum is the intestine most oommonly found in ruptures
and that the peritoneum lines the v,hole intestine und surronnds the testicle.
~he

Arabians, however, seemed leary oi

sequently contributed very few

n~w

sur~ery

and con-

~rinciples.

:ledicine itself more or less flourished in the.; r::ohammedan
c on,ntr i

~,s,

yet elsewhere in JJ;urope thE"r e

durin~

the eorly Diddle ages.

The

wor~

V'lBS

no proQ'r ess

of Celsus was entire-

ly lost and those of other great teachers, such as Hinpocrates
and :.ralen were rapidl:;f""::t6rQ'otten.
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With this began the era of true medical superstition
maay monkish orders arose, various sects and priests took
ever the kealing art.

Relics and prayers became the common

treatment of all ills.
The Jews seem to have retained their medical

reput~

tion above all other races and were frequently called upon
by royalty and wealthier classes, during the 10th and 11th
centuries.

This faith seems to have continued for some-

time, as late as the 16th century, Francis the 1st of France
sent to Charles the 1st for an Israelite physician.

When

this doctor arrived in France, FranciS found he was aOhristian and immediately lost all faith.

He then asked So lyman

the 2nd, the Ottoman Sultan, for a medical advisor.

An eld

hardened unconverted Jew was sent, who rapidly effected a cure
by prescribing asses milk.

( 28)

Surgery of the middle ages fell into disrepute and became separated almost completely from medicine.

It was a

handicraft and abandoned to barbers and meohanics.

It is

kere that surgical specialists first arose, who were known
as "Incisors" or ·Outters-.

One operated for cataracts,

anetker stone, another for hernia.

They traveled about

Europe keeping their methods secret and handing it down
father tG son.

In Italy there was a famous family of kerni-

otomists by the name of Norsini, Horace of Norsia is reported to have done 200 operations in one year.

(28)

These wandering specialists were always on the

j~

and
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had best be termed

II

hit and run

II

SllrgeOnS, aHd

as not their work would not qualify.

They were

tiS

often

al~ays

ready to leave town if necessary just a little sooner than
planned.

In Ferraris' booic (28) we find an int er es t ing account
of a traveling incisor who performed an operation on B
lady's eye for the relief of pain.

The operation seemed

to accomplish less than the desired relief, and the hapless surgeon was forced to spend the night fleeing from
the lady's infuriated husband who pursued with sword in
hand.

lvrany of these itinerant surgeons were of ill ren:mte

and a good many had a bag' full of trict::s at his disposal.
Some lithotomists hid stones in th0ir sleeves.
ma~ing

After

a st::in incision the surgeon slip oed out a stone,

and showill,Q: it to the patient. stated he hnd just ta.;cen
it from the bladder.

~:..i'ter

collectinR his fee he hastily

departed.
]1errari telL:! the story of a hernlotomist who was
always accompanied by a dog. which was put under the table
during th::l operation.

Even tholl2'h the patIent requested

that the procedare should not include a removal of thG
te'stis the surgeon gE'nerally preformed the nJdical opera-

tion.

lrhe evidence'was slipped

the; wound closed and the

i:Hl.:;:·~eon

lUld"T

the table to th

dop'.

l].n1. dog' made their escape

before the patient discovered his loss.
Henri de 1,londeville was one of thE; 14th cent'lry
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physicians.

It is evi·ient from his comments that sur2'ery

was considered an inferior occupation by the medical men
of the day.

His advise to surgeons is to stay in their

own fi e1d and not to meddle. in medical matters.
says a surgeon

i~

l'or he

doing so was not only apt to encourage

the ra2€ and malevolence of the medical doctors, but if
his treatments were not successful he would have a bad
reputation with the public, which would be justly deserved.

MandevIlle treated hernia very conservatively , pre-

ferring to use trussps and bandages in most cases.

He

slyly intimates that most herniotomists were :for the surgeons benefit more than the doctors.

(28)

The greatest of the 14th century surgeons was uuy de
Chau1iac.

He studied in Montpellier, ?aris and .bologna.

He published a surgical worK in 1363.

uarrison says

fl

He

was a writer of rare learning endowed with fine critical
and historical sense, and indeed the only medical historian of consequence between Valsus and Haller."
~uy

was a very conscientious physician

his specialty.

He ditfe'red from most

he would not turn his work over to the
banks, but preferred to do it himself.

an~

made hernia

ph~lsicians

in that

strollin~

mounte-

In his operations

he revised the system of Celaus, laying the sac bare and
ligating it.

~uy

was the first to distinguish between

ventral and inguinal hernia.
While de Uhauliac perf'ormed operations for hernia he
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was essentially a conservative and preferred to treat most
herni!:ls by trusses (21), and emphasized the fitting of
each truss individually.

Guy was the outstanding

me~ical

authori ty of the day, and probnbly threw bac;C the :orog-ress
of medicine many years, by promoting the idea that a surgical wound must be healed by surgical interference, plasters
and other meddling l!1atters rather than by nature.

Manley

(21) in his book cites de Chnuliac' plosters for n certain

type of hernia.

It was the whi te of Bn

em~'

for a vehicle

mixed with crushed nut gall, alum, antimony. yellow uI:lber
etc.

On another type the following' mixture was supposed

to be of great virtue:

It was composed of turpe.ntine,

litharge, the faeces of an eaa:le freshly roasted, human
blood, the hair of a ram, all blonded tog-ether in rain
[-,

While \Juy may have been a little mixed

water and vinegar.

up on the value of some medicaments, he is g-enerally recognized as the greatest physician of the 14th century, and.
was probably exceeded only by Pierre Franco.
Even though barber surgeons we.L"e scorned by the medical
profeSSion, nevertheless one oj their members

\VUS

destined

to become a revolQtionary factor, not only in the treatment
of hernia., 'OU. t in surg-ery in

~emeral.

Pierre ]:'r8noo was born in 1500 in the village of
Turriera.

de received his early training at the ha.nds of

wandering lithotomlsta,
era rather then in

8

herniolo~ists,

medical schaal.

and cataract healHe fled from !rance
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to Switzerland probably because of rellgiolS persecution,
and was for n number of years the city Barp-eon at Berne •

.

It may be said for Franco that he did more than any other

man up to his time to remove the operation for hernia.from
the hand.s of the wandering practioneer to those of a respec tn.bl e surgeon.
IJ.'he first operation for stranP:'ulated hernia is supposed
to have been done by 11aupasius in 1559, yet it was Franco
who perfected and popularized the procedure.

Although the

symptoms of strangulation were Known to Hippocrates no one
had previously dared to operate.

While many a snrp'eon

did more harm than 2'ood, it seems thnt the:· view of the
people was unjust in the CBse of strangulation.

If a pa-

tient died while being tre,ated with medicines, the fault
was considered to be with nature, but if death should follow
operation, the surgeon might have to
be held' for murder.

ta~e

to his heals or

Consequently prior to l!'ranco, the

strangulation was treRted 10c81ly, and the -oatient either
lived or died.

Sometimes the strangulated loop suppura-

ted and the proc ess broke thro'lgh to the surface t causing
the patient to be left with a discharging fecal fistula.
Franco evidently spent a good deal of his time writing,
and made two publications.

The first appeared in 1556.

In his study of hernial anatomy he dwelt almost entirely
on the sac and its contents missing the influence of muscular and aponeurotic \valls of the canal.

He supported the
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ancients in their belief that in a complete hernia the
per i toneum was ruptured, (7 ),
that it was only stretched.

but in the bubonoco.ele

He pointed out the differ-

ence in an incarcerated hernia and the stranF.'?'ulated t:Jpe,
In the former the contents are adherent to the sac and
gave the details for an operation in this cnse.
ed the

nec~

He open-

of the sac by an incision over the external

ring.
Franco described the operation of

th~

time where the

testis and the sac were removed by crushing the neck of
the sac and. cord.

~:Uld

rHnovinfr all the material beyond

the crushing clamp, and then applying actual cautery
burning the stump •• ,
cases.

This was done only in unilateral

(7)

In bilateral cases he advocated against it, and did
not believe in bilateral castaration.

His operation dif-

fered from those now in use chiefly in that the muscle
layers were not sutured to strengthen the weakened spot.
Pierre jfranco is remembered principally for his work: on
strangulDted hernias and in his advocating against the
practice of bilateral castaration in double inguinal
hernias.
The 16th century brought Ambroise ?are, who was most
noted as a military surgeon, but cDntributed
to herniology.
extensively.

He

V'iaS

8

frood deal

aeons erva ti ve and used truss es

Pare was one of the first to describe dia-
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phragmatic hernia.

His patient sustained a wound in the

chest, but seemed to recover rapidly.

Later developed

gastro intestinal symptoms, and at autopsy the colon was
found in the thorax.
Pare introduoed and described an operation called
the ·Punctum Aureum."

It consisted ef dissecting down te

the sac in the inguinal canal and twisting a geld wire
about the neck of the sac so that the bowel could not protrude through and yet the loop was not tight enough to
cause a strangulation of the cord.
AbGut the time of Louis XIV of France the surgery was
still in the hands of the unskilled.
obtain a reliable surgeon.

Mest people could not

Besides they themselves were

ignorant and superstitious, and quite willing to believe in
charms, magic cures and witch craft.
It happened that Louie himself became interested in
curing of hernias.

It was rumored about that Prior of

Cabrienes in Languedoc had knowledge of numerous secret
remedies, one of which was for ruptures e

His servioes

were sought, and he arrived at the court about 1680.

For

some mysteriOUS reason he requested the king's promise not
to publish the receipt Qf his cure until after his death.
Louie not wanting to betray the Prior and yet anxious to
help the people at last decided that he himself would
become pharmacist, mix the remedy and charitably distribute
it.

Great care was taken to guard the formula and many
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different drugs were sent to Louie's private
of them were

discard~d

rooms~

Most

as the remedy consisted of only a

mixture of wine and spirit of

~a1t ••

':[10

obtain the remedy

a note was required stating the name and age of the netient.
A few days later the patient returned receiving a

b2s~et

containing three bottles of the mIxture, along with plasters
consisting of nine aifferent drugs.

InstrQctions for the

application of the plasters and sonsumption of the wine and
salt were given.

This service was continued for four years.

Some patients reporting cures, others not.
On another occasion Madam Devoux. a widow of a ?aris
s'l.rg-eon appenred at the court stating that she had found
amon~

for

her husband's parers an infallible plaster receipt

th~

cure of hernia.

She was given permission to try

the plaster on some of the patients.

Several testified

a cure for which she received 400 pistoles. and a pension
of 500 livres to cure soldiers of the malady.

Dionis states

however, that this cure was no better than the others.
In 1716 Dionis published his" Cours d'operations de
Chirur,,:rie fl

(28)

stating that conservetive treatment of

hernia was the best. but in order that the surgeon might
be acquainted with the

~ood

and bad, he would describe

the operation practiced at thr't time.
scribed the "Golden ;;;;ti tch'! inwhich th;-:,
used as described by

~are.

Among- them he de~olden

vvire was
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Another method was the
of
a.nd

IlU

"~{oyal

Operation", consisting

incision parallel to tho cord and spermatic vessels

8U turiW2:

the sac as it lay in its place.

This was

called the "Royal Operation tl because the man was left intact so that thereafter he could furnish the king with
more subjects.

Dionis condemed the removal of the testis

as being contrary to devine and human laws.

He said it

should never be practiced except perhBps in the case of a
monk or a priest.
Littre
of

l'lec;rl~s

a.nd described two cases of hernia

discov~red

Diverticulum, which still bears his name.

1710 he devised a method for e new anus.

Tyson's

~lBnds.

He described

~reat stud~nt

Littre was a

In

of anatomy

and physiology, but not being interested in theraputics, he
contributed but little in the treatment of hernia.

(2)

Petit was another who was interested in herniology
and said of a large irreducible hernia of long standing
that they,

If

Had lost their right of domicile in the ah-

domen. fI
In 1731 de

Garell~eot
'.-

I

described a hernia inwhich the

sac contained the appendix.

In the sume yea!' he describ-

edthe first lumbar hernia on record.

In 1742 he reported

a case of obturator hernia and discussed ventral hernia in
some detail.

(2)

Shortly following this Percival Pott. a
English surgeon, p"Qblished his
1756.

If

leadin~

:.t.'reatise on 3.nptures"

in

It deals with the anatomy and surgical aspects in-
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troducing some new angles and contributing considerably
to the

~{:nowledge

of hernia.

Glmbernat, in 1768, described the lif:;ament that bears
his name.

He gives advice in

treatin~

strangulated fem-

oral hernias, stating that the devision of this ligament
was less

li~ely

to cause danger from

hemorrha~e

than in

cutting directly upward as was the custom.
Biahter in 1785 described a hernia inwhich only a
part of the circumference of the intestine had herniated.
This is now called a partial enterocoele, or Hichter's
hernia.
About the beginning of the

l~th

century one of the

greatest English surgeons, Sir Astley Cooper, published
his work.

It considered both the

omical aspects of hernia.

sur~ical

Cooper was very inter-sted in

the taxis of strangUlated cases.

His method for reducing

them has never been changed materially.
~tates

and the anat-

In his book he

that if he were afflicted with a strangulated fe-

moral hernia, he w0ald prefer it to be first treated with
taxis and if not reduced, would request immediate operation.

Cooper exerted more influence thDn any man in

Englaud on herniology.

(9)

Scarpa, an l.talian, contributed extensively at about
this time.

He was a real anatomist, and did some remark-

able work, a good deal of which eve:nprevails today ..
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Even considering the great contrib'ltions made by
J::)carpa f;tnd Cooper anti others operative repairs during, the
first half of the 19th century were notoriously

B

this time all the all the anatomical structures

i~volved

a hernia were understood.

failure.
in

Yet only slight improvement can

be seen over the methods of Celsua and P8ulus, of Aegina.
Uenturies brought but minor ,changes and one is improved by
the Inck of change in operative technique.

Recurrence

was frequent and mortality high, so before the da;ys of antiseptics and

anesthetics the

~ro~nosis

to-

was well down

ward the zero.
It was during- this time the. phys icians realized the
hazards of opera,tions and there was a. marked increase in
the popularity of the truss.

~urgeons

were generally un-

satisfied with their art, and connived all sorts of

m~thods

for treatment of hernia.
~erdy,

a French physician about 1820 devised the idea

of invaginating a fold of skin into the
far as possible.
it hf)d

been

~hen

the

s~in

sutured in place.

nec~

of the sac as

was denuded by ammonia after
The inflamation and adhesions

follovdng this were supposed to o'oli terate the ee.c.

'l'his

method was very unsuccessful and cures rather rare.

The

infection which set in could not be controlled and the
method was discarded.
It is

interestin~

to note that some surgeons refused

to operate on strangulated hernias.

One method of treatment

At
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was to administer tobacco clysters or enemas.

~requetltly

tobacco smoke was blown into the bowel by bellos.
stron~er

th:~

tobacco the better.

The

Often this wO'lld cause

a relaxation of the muscles, and a reduction of the h::rnia
could be accomplished, however, sometimes the patient died
of nicotine

poisonin~.

(28)

Bonnet of Lyons in 1836 attempted to cure unstrengulat ed hernias by introducing pins into the sac.

'llhe under-

lying principle was inf'lamation and adhesions caused by
the irritation of these 10reign bodies.

1f suitAble ul-

ceration followed the sac would sometimes close off.

Pres-

sure was applied to help in the formation of these adhesions.
Eleven cases \l!,1ere reported, four were cured,in five the
hernia returned, and two died.

ihis method was not gener-

ally accepted or practiced.
Doctor Wutzer of Bonn in 1838 described another method.
'.I.'he 6",i11 was invaginated into the inguinal canal and held
there by a wooden cylinder with a curved needle in the end.
When in place the needle was pushed

throu~h

nIl structures

including the sac into the hernial canal and OlJ.t through
the sAin on the anterior abdominal wull.

A cover was placed

on the outside of the inguinal canal and. screwed in plflce
so that pressure was applied between the cylinder and cover.
This was left in,place six or

sev~n

patient remained in bed about one

days after which the

wee~.

Professor Agnew of ?hilidelphia invented a bi va.l ve
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speculum, which roughly correspond ed to Wurtz er' s apparatus,
in that the lower blade invaginated the

s~in

into the canal

and the upper blade could be sQrewed down to apply pressure.
Sutures of silver wire held the

s~in

in place.

These three methods were all based on the same nrinciple,
namely illi'lamation and adh"'sions.

'l'hey did not ip. any.way

9:0 after the fundamental etiological factor in hernia •• :I'he
attempt was made only to obliterate the sac, and not to
strengthen the abdominal wall which in most hernial cases
is congenitally

wea~.

The dan9:er of infection

wa~

also

~reat

as antiseptis had not been accepted.
'l'he next attempt to cure l:ernia by obli teratiw~: the
sac and canal was thr,:? in.jection method introouced by Velpeau
in about 1835.
the sac.

(22)

He injected tincture of

The idea was the result of his

hydrocele by the use of iodine.
in the cure 01 hernia.

iod~ne

havin~

into

treated
,

This lead him to adopt it

bon assistant compressed t,he in,Q"linal

canal so as to prevent the fluid entering the abdominal
Six drachms of iodine in three ounc es of water was-

cavity.

I

introduced into the canal.
parts of the
tube.

SBC

It was then massaged into all

and then removed thrO!lgh an aspirating

Before doing the injection it was quite necessary to

reduce the contents of the sac.

Velpeau reported excellent

su.coess.
In 1844 Doctor ?ancoast, of Philidelphia publIshed an
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account of the injection of tincture of iodine or tincture
of cantharides, half a drachm introduced into the sac by
means of a fine canula carried free into the sac.
canula was withdrawn and
directed to be worn.
cases in 1836.

B

The

compress placed under a truss,

He had performed a series of thirteen

Some of these patients had worked a year at

(31)

farm labor with no return of the rupture in any case.

The injection method. of by 1ar the widest repute and
general success was that of Doctor

~eorge

Heaton of

~oston.

His irritant consisted of the fluid extract of oak bark.
It is

~uite

probable that

~octor

Heaton did his work even

before Pancoast as he claimed to have experimented as early
as 1832.
~octor

Heaton first started his practice in, Alton,

Illinois, soon went to bt. Louis and from there to

~oston,

where he tried to interest the profession in his operation.
Here he was received very coldly and went abroad to London.
him
Sir William ~erguson and others .introduced to the profession
there.

lIere he received great honors and was made a member

of several societies.

He next went to 'aris and was well

received and in a short time returned to Doston.

~he

locals

hearing- of his sucuess abroad welcomed him home, and he
attained great success Bnd recognition there.

He continued

his practice in boston until the time of his death in July.
1879 t and as Doctor iiarren

88,Y8;

"Affected cures in hundred s

of cases as many now living can now testify."
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The next strong advocate of the injection method
was Dr. Warren t who began using Heatonscmethod shortly after
his death. Warren introduced new technique as well as improving the old. He also introduced new instruments, including a syringe, and special needles. Only minor changes were
made in the irritants.
h~

Warren's chief contribution was that

did not inject directly into the sac but around it and

also injected into the rings.
He was

recognition.

qui t e suce essful and ge,ined a good deal of
~ollowing

the publication of

~r.

Warren the

operation was performed quite extensively both in Europe
and America.

H. O. J.iU.arcy in his booie on hprnia says: "That

the exudations which supervened were considerable, and
that the pain and suffering were not severe t also the danger
in competent hands wasbu t

sli~ht.

nowever , ,the results

were certainly not as satisfactory as the profession wrrs
lead to expect. 1t
There were two serious objections to the earlier
methods ,of the injection method in treating hernia.
1. The solutions were decidely irritating,

and sometimes causing

~uch

discomfort and paint and

it was usually necessary to give a large number of
injections so that the course of treatment often
extended over a period of many months.
2. It was

nec_es~ary

to wear a truss during

and tor a long time after the interval of treatment.
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•
~'or

these reasons and. for the general laclc of practical

~no~ledge

by the average physician the injection method of

treatment :fell into disrepute, and was tak:en up mostly by
the lower class of medical men and
In 1757

~octor

John Wood of

quac~s.

~ondon

published his method

of subcutaneous operation by suture in 1857.

In mEtde an

oblique incision in front of the scrotum and over the :fundus
of the rupture, about! of'. an inch long. It went through
the

s~in

and

facia.

sup~rficial

invaginated into the canal with
passed behind the conjoin tendon

The facia and sac were
th~ finger~

directed

an~

The needle was
90

it would

join this with the aponeurosis of the external oblique.
The needle was then brought out about l-i inches external
to the lJunctur·e.

One end of a piece of wire wos hooked on

the needle being brought out at the scrotal puncture, and
the needle detached.

~he

fin~er

canal and the needle directed

was again put into the

alon~

its outside and pushed

thr ough l'.ouparts ligament and a wire then attached and
brought through the scrotal puncture.

l'he inner end of

the wire which transversed the conjoin tendon was drawn down
'across behind the sac.
together.

~he

:f1he upper loop was pulled upward to invaginate

the facia into the canal.
~hese

two scrotal ends were twisted

It was then twisted down firmly.

two ends were brought together and twisted so as to

hold a pad firmly down on the canal.
applied was a small carbolized pad.

1'he only dressing

The patient was placed
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in bed, with the Knees together, and the scrotum well
supported.

ihe wire sutures were left intact from eight

to twelve days, depending upon the amount of inflamation.
~octor,

Wood reported excellent success in over 200 cases,

but Voctor Cheever of Boston

(22)

says:" It will cure

a certain number of children and yOtl.ng adul ts, it will
fail in others.
cent success.

Doctor Wood however claims seventy perWe can barely show twenty-five percent."

Doctor 'l'homas Wood of Jincinatti nresented a paper
on the radical cure of hernia by closure of the external
range, by subcutaneous suture, in 1861.

He used a special-

ly constructed needle, pointed on hoth ends with the eye
in the middle.
inch wide.

l'he eye would adrni t a sil':c braid one-ei9'hth

The needle was about as long as one-third the

diameter of a two inch circle.
The operation consisted of reducing the sac, and_
carryin~

the finger into the ring throuRh the invaginated

scrotum and placing upon it the needle. The needle ",ras then
carried through an a suture was made enclosing the ring, the
sutures were brought out

OIl

tl1e opposite side.

'.Lbese were

tied on a compress which was left on ten or fifteen days.
voctor woods reported three cures by this operation.

Doctor

Dowel improved this method lmt it did not work out to anyones satisfaction.
Vlhi1e the aboye operations were not a huge success yet
they proved to be a stimulus to spur on new surp-ical thought.
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surgeons everywhere became more interested and herniology
in general was benefited.
Vii th the coming of :-ister and antiseptics, and the

development of more practical and perfect anesthetics there
was a g-rea t change in the operative technique of hernia.
The

periton~al

fection

sac could be opened, with the dllnger of in-

red~lCed

to a minimum.

wound could be established.
the

sur~eon

A

clean and quickly healing

In the days before anisthetics

had to operate rapidly on a wildly

kicking patient.

shri~king

ihese two principles made it possible for

the open operation to come into prominence.
As would be exoected the first application of antiseptic measures for the surgical relief of hernia, is recorded
in the earlJ ex()erience of !lister.

It was a case of an op-

eration for strangulated hernia.
"H.H. ,age 21 was admitted to the royal infirmary at
Glasgow, July 30th, 1869.
reduction under chloroform,
once to operate.

After an sucoessful effort at
~rofessor

Lister proceeded at

:l'he parts having been shaved, and washed

with a solution of carbolic acid, 1;20 of water, and incision

2t

inches l,ong extending into the scrotum was made,

throug-h the skin upon the nece;. of the tumor.
The external ring being found to form a constriction,
was devided with a probe pointed bistoury. and taxis again
tried witho'lt success.
the sac.

A

lJlr. Lister

proceed~d

then to open

consid erable quani ty of serrious. fluid escaped,

and a piece of omentum

six inches long and five or six *ide,
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and very black in color was exposed.

A

testicle slipped

up into view from the lower part of the wound.

Mr. Lister,

introducing his finger now discovered a second very

ti~ht

and firm constriction, apparently to the conjoin tendon,
which he devided with a probe pointed history, the tissue
crying under the iCnif' e.

'l'he nee k of

sac, fo rminR" a

th~

third constriction, very tight but thin, yielded before the
finger tip_
The intestine having heen well washed with a 1:40 so. lution of carbolic acid, Was now returned and. the omentum
uncovered and examined.

It had assumed a rosy vascular

appearance, circulation evidently havinR' been reestablished.

One part however, about an inch wide, considerably

echyrnosed, and somewhat detached from the rest was ligated
and removed.

'.l'he remainder was returned.

The '.vound was

thoroughly sponged with a 1:40 solution of carbolic acid,
and closed by points of interupted cat gut suture.

All

the instruments and hands of those engaged in the operation
were dipped in a 1:40 solution.
l'he dressinR' consisted of a piece of antiseptic lac
plaster, as recoinmended by .tar. Lister was coated

ith gum

copal to prevent irritation to the wound, overlapping sbout
an inch, this in turn being overlapped for three or four
inches of lac plaster without copal coating.
plac ed over the r
~I·

by plaster."

ion of the wound

B,nd

a pad was

the Vilhole secured
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"July 31st-pulse 72, temperature 100.7.
not disturbed.

.iJressing

It

"August'lst-pulse 62, temperature 99 •• "
tt.auQ:'ust 2nd-wound dressed for the first time under a
constant stream of 1:40 solution of carbolic acid.

'lihe

wound not quite united, as between the stitches, in nearly its whole length an altered clot is visible.

There is

some fullness about the incision as if from a discharge
retention, but no irritation or tention."
"August 4th-wound dressed: on firm

pr~ssure

two or

three drops of orange colored serrous fluid escaped from
the lower angle of the wound, otherwise unchanged. 1t
"August 7th-some of the stitches absorbed in their
deeper parts and have been lifted off.
been devided.

·.l.·here is a layer of

l~lmph

concealing the a.mount of uicatriza tion.
from the incision, but the testicle hes

vome others have
over the wound
1~0

pus squeezed

been,dra~Red

from

the scrotum and is lying beneath it a.ccountinf:' for the
fullness already mentioned find the Sickening uneasiness
produced by pressure.

n

"August llth- the wound found to hnve been stretched
considerably and the

ed~es

are cicatrizing and there is

no odor. u
"August 16th-the wound is perfectly sweet and cicatrizing beaatii'ully."
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fti:lept. 8th-patient dismissed, the VIound almost wholly
c icntrized.. tf

(22 )

This account mar;.cs the beginning of a very different
era in herniology.

Up until this time those being afflicted

with a strangulated hernia had little chance of recovery
and i1 they did were often afflicted with a discharging
fecal fistula.

This is probably the first wound of thl'7 type

ever successfully treated without
l~othing

th~

formation of sepsis.

was said ab ou t thE" sac, and probably a permanent

cure was not the goal of the operation.

In this particular

case the wound was made more troublesome by tho tendency
oi the testicle to be drt'-lwn un into the canal.

In modern

operations the difficulty is avoided by suturing the external ring.
From this time on the new ideas appeared rapidly.
Doctor i:lteele is no doubt the first to close the canal
by animal suture.

In his

ori~inal

article

(30)

he ci tes

the case of Doctor Gross who had done it previously with
wire.
nOn the subsequent search I find that Professor '}ross'
in his. excellent Systeffi of Surgery, states thnt in 1858
in a case of ventral hernia he made a direct incision pared
the edges and united the deep parts by silver wire

~utures,

and the case did well; Also that in 1861, he performed a
similar operation in a case of scrotal hernia and that though
a sharp attaCK of erysipelas followed, the result was satis-

fa.ctory."
In May ()f 1873 George Barwell, age 8, was admitted te
the Bristol Royal Infirmary under Doctor Steel's care.
caild had a large inguinal hernia on the left side.

The

Aft im-

cisien and inch and a half long was made down to and parallel
to the pillars of the external ring.

Their edges were rough-

ened and brought t()gether with two oat gut sutures, leaving
room for the cord.
carb.lie spray ~

The operation was performed under the

There was no sepsis and the boy went h0me

.inthree weeks, without a truss or a support of any kind.
months later he was baok with a strangulation.

Six

Doctor Steel

again performed the same operation but thiS time put in three
cat gut sutures, and. a truss was worn for a period of one
year.

Doctor Steel performed this operation from his orig-

inal thought but admits he was not the first to use it as is
seen by the work of Doctor Gross.
The work just noted is the beginning of the trend toward
modern surgery for hernia.
progress that followed.

It is interesting to note the

More was accomplished in the next

thirty years than in the oenturies that preceeded.

The tw8

main obstacles of successful surgery had been surmounted,
these being antiseptis and anesthesia.

The field was now

open tow1complicated experimentation and reasonable surgical judgment.
Ozerney was the first to present a paper on the open
cure of hernia, this was done at the Berlin Congress ift
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1879.

The surgeons allover the

were willina

co~tinent

to listen to him, as they realized his ideas were based on
th,e teachin9:s of Lister and his germ theory.
A brief description of his method is

follows; (23)

B8

The operative field was first cleansed with a mercuric
solution 1:1000, and then washed with soap and ether.
area was covered with towels
enou~h

only a

leavin~

for the incision uncovered.

~pace

The

lar~e

A six inch incision

was made over the tumor and the sac dissected and exposed,
the haemostasis being performed by !Cochers cat gut ligature • . The sac was then' dissected out and pulled down so that
it could be ligated as

hi~h

as possible, thus obliterating

the pouch of peritoneum at the mouth of the sac • .Next the
sac was opened and the contents inspected, and if sound
were returned into the abdominal cavity and the neck of' the
SBC

transfixed by a needle, which contained a double lig-

ature of silk which "yas tied and the sac cu t away below.
'l'he pillars of the in'Z'tlinal ring were scarified nnd brought
together by silver wires.

Di these sutures and a few paints

of cat &rut suture the canal was, obliterated.
tube was introduced and the
juniper cat gut.

s~in

A drainage

carefully closed by Kochers

an iodoform bandage

w~s

applied and not

changed unless the temperB;ture went over 100.

'l'he wire

sutures were removed on the 12th day.
This paper and the c"ontents upon it made such an impression that it might

b~

considered the first real step
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forward in hernial treatment sInce the days of

th~

ancients.

It not only introduced a rational method of hernial treatment but further Rroused surgical interest on the subject.
From this time on articles, statistics and data, began to flow in from everywhere.

Victor Cunoud

the work of irofessor Socin in the hospital at

(22) gives
~asile.

The

technique is practically the same as those described previously, but ?rofessor Socin states that in only a very
few large hernias, is it

necess~),ry

to suture the pillars.

He gives a table showing his results in 22 cures.
Age 01 Patients --------.Patients Uured---Patients operated
11. Eon
2
2
1-10 years
10-15

fI

1

1

15-20

"
"

2

2

1

3

20-30
30-40

n

3

7

40-50

n

5

5

50-60

n

5

11

60-70

"

2

2

70-80

fI

1

1

In Frrolce J. Lucas Championniere was the first to
perform mhe radice,l oPeration for hernia, under the
septic me thod.

..u.e

prtlC tic ed

anti~

it ext ensi vely and out of 120

operations had only one fatality, this being on a man who
had lonR' been affected vvi th emphysema.

Championnlere is
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chiefly remembered for the paper he presented in 1887.

(23)

He very closely followed the

He

pl~n

outlined by

Czerney~

championed the idea of safety in the operation and thought
if the patient was not cured he certainly would be no worse
off for the operation and presupuosing a recurr@nce of the
hernia, that it would be necessarily smaller than before and
more easily controlled.by a truss.
discussion at the lJleeting.

This stirred up a heated

Cfwmpionniere was enthusiastic

in defense of his method while others of some distinction
were radically against it.

He advocated the early closure

of the wound while others declared that healting by granulation was the surest method of cicatrixation.
The conclusions d.rawn from the discnssion ancl offered
by L. S. Richelot were to the effeet that;
1. In inguinal hernia as in all others the re-

section of the sac
2.

~he

i~

the main factor in radical cure.

operation is of easy execQtion unless

there are adhesions with the intestine, or in cases
of old hernae, which have become strangulated •
3. The resection of the vagino.,.peritoneal canal
is always possible in

con~enital

hernia with atrophy

of the testicle.
4. That resection of the vagino-peritoneal canal
in hydrocele of the cord when existing- without hernia
should always be performed to prevent the descent of
a. hernia.
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5. The simple operation without mutilation,
which will preserve a yourig person from

al~

the in-

firmiries of the disease, should alwaws be donein hydrooeles, and congenital hernia, just as it is done
in acquired hernia.
An interesting article by Mr. W. Mitchel Banks of
Li verpool app eared. in 1882. t 4 ) Inwhich he removed the
sac aDd sutured the pillars. In Aug. 1887. (22) he reported a tabulated list of 106 cases. At this time he dissected out the sac and sutured the two pillars together"with
I

Mr. Banks was able to follow up 66 oases 44 of which were
cured. In

hi~

article he prefers not to operate if the mass

can be retained by a truss.
In 1887

Mr.

b'. T. Heuston wrote an article (22 ) inwhich

he twisted the sac sutured it in place and excised'it.
was not successful and G•

.1:) •

It

..!jaIl modified this method some-

what. ( 3 ) 'l'he peritoneum was loosened about the ring- and
the empty sao twisted by forceps until tight.

~his

was held

in positin by a cat gut suture and the end of the sac excised.
~hen

two sutures were passed thru the skin and outer pillar

of the ring thru the twisted sac and then out thru the

~nner

pillar of the ring. A cat gut drain was inserted and brought
thru an opening at the back of the scrotum, and the sutures
closed over lead plates which lie at right angles to the wound.
He reported very excellent success, Bnd states that the

twisted sac

ma~es

a slight projection rather than a dep-

ressiDn in the abdominal cavity.
~he

above were but slight modifications of the work

of uzerney. It was not U11til Macewen published ilis paper
in 1886, that anything new was introduced. (19)
in introdncing his article sta,tes that the difference in his
operation and others preformed at abolt the S!l.me date) wes
that he while preserving the sac returned it bac:,r into the
abdominal cavi ty, where it would

tiC

t as a pad or 8, valve

in preventing the return of the vicers into the canal.

He is of the opinion that to leave a sac or its stump in the
caDal causes it to act

ver~r

much as a wedge and that pressure

from cou8z'hing or straining on it is a very considerable factor
in weaKening the rings.
sac is put

bac~

while he seys that in his method the

into the abdomen after having been thrown into

a series of fo11s, it hereby acts as a bulwart with its convexity pointing toward the abdomen and its base resting on the
abdominal walls, thus protecting the internal ring.

He 8,lso

states that it is qui te necessary to give some tho'H?:ht to
the strengthening of the canal.
11he technique of hi s ppera tion is as follows: IfFre e and.
elev:-ate the distal extremity of the sac, preserving along
with it any adipose tissue that may be adherent to it.

limen

this is done, pull d.own the sac, and, ,<,[hile maintaining
tension upon it, introduce the index finger into the inguinal
canal, separating the sac from the cord and parites
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of the canal. If
The finQ'er was passed outside the sac, and the l8tter
was loosened for about half an inch arolllid the abdominal

aspects of the circumf@rence of the rinF.
A s ti tch is put through the end of t he sac.

thread then woven through its contents so that
ed up the

SRC

W011

Ld i 81 j

on i tsel f lLce n

free end of the suture is put on a herniu

CUT

'l'he

~hen

tn in.

n~ed1!

pullThe

and in-

troduced throllP'h the canal to the abdominal aspect of the
transversalis fascia. and brought out through the wall
ab ou t an inch a.bove the internal ri.ng.

l'raction was made

on the thread by an assistant, while the canal was sutured, then it was secured by peasing it through the external oblique iascia several times.
as follows:

l'he ring- was closed

A suture was passed throuQ'h the conjoin

tendon in two places; first inward near the lower border
and then outward as hiQ','h as possible on the inner aspect
of the canal.
from wi thin

'llhen the lower end of the suture is passed

Oll tward

throup,'h Poupnrta 1igamen t, p ~netra t-

ing it on a level with the lower· stitch in the conjoin
tendon.

The the upper suture is introduced from within

outward through the transversalis fJ.nd internal ob1i4.ue
muscles and aponeurosis of the external obli:.J.ue at a level
corresponding to that of the upper stitch in the conjoin
tendon.
in a reef'

The two free ends were brought together and tied
~not,

f'irm1y uniting the internal ring.

'llhe pillars of the ext ernal ring wer e

li~ew i

se brou2'ht to-
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gether.

the canal had been brought together, a decal-

~hen

cified chtcken bone was used as a drainage tube.

~he

skin

sewed up ~ith sublimated wool pad applied and held in position
I

by an aseptic bandage.
I

tl

tabulated 81 cases wi thout a single fatali ty

Ma,ce~lEm
I
I

and quitelremarkable suecess.

This method was rapidly taken

up by thelprofession but nearly every surgeon added his
I

mOdi:ficat~on.
I

Mr. :r;.S.Bishop (5 ) questioned the fact

tiS

to whether

the fixat~oIl of the pad in the Macewen method was permenant or
not and tbouRht that in all probability it would loose its
1-

protectiop, dlle to the fact that the peritoneal pa,d might
I

be pushedl aside.
ring.

Th~n

He carefully separated the SBC just up to the

he passed a suture with a needle on each end

I

thru the vvalls so the fold would be the largest at the center.
I

Then the ;needles v'ere passed from wi thin outward so that
the firstl fold on either side of the pouch woulo_ be fixed
I

over the

~iIlg,

,

--

and the ends of the suture tied across it.

:'

Koehller introduced even a difftt'rent angle.

The sac was

I

complete~y loosened from the cord, and the sac slit into three

or four ~triPs, which were rolled up separately, with the
!

external fsurface outward, and each roll sutured so as to
maintain jthe roll.
i

ll'ina.lly ell rolls were sutured with the

I

pillars together and the wound closed by buried sutures.
These represent some

t~e

earlier methods of scientific

hernial repair, but it vvas not until 1888 that 3a8sioi introa.uc-

L

_
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ed the first of the really

mod~rn

methods.

This was dQne at

the meeting of the congress of Italian Surgeons. held in I,:arch
1888 (23).

The techpique was quite simple, the object of the operation
being to restore the obliqui ty of the canal.
laid open to the internal
removed.

rin~.

I1he cana.l wa.s

The sac sissected out and

The spermatic cord pushed aside ana. the posterior

margin of pouparts ligament exposed and the deep
dissected so that it could be
of that ligament.

brOl1~ht

la~ler

near the posterior margin

11hen from the ileo-pubic tubercle the canal

was united posteriorly to within 5-7 centimeters of the
entrance of the cord into the abdominal cavi ty.

'llhe cord

was next replaced and the aponeurosis of the external oblique
wutured, an opening being left large enough for the cord.
The internal opening and posterior wall are now formed and
the external r'ing narrowed, thus restoring the normal obli- .
quity of the canal.
return in from 1

tc.

Out of 215 cases in 168 there was no
4 1/2 years.

In 131 cases no reappee.rance

had taken place from 1 month to 2 years.

In 7 there

wa~

a

relapse and in 4 the result uncertain.
'fhe next important figure to cdlme into heriology was
Dr. W. S. Halstead who first presented his operation for the
radical cure of hernia in 1889.

The procedure was to make

an incision dcrwn to and excise the sac.

The cord was then

transplanted to -the upper anB:le of the wound.

:.chen

everythin~
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between the

s~in

and peritoneum was sutured

the deeper portion of the wound..

to~ether

to close

The cord was then allowed

to rum subcutaneously do\'I;'!1 to the scrotum fild the skin sutured
over it.
Dr. Halstead then wrote another article which appeard
in the "Annals of Surgery 1893." He states that "Bassini's
method and mine are so nearly identical that I

mi~ht

quote

his results in support of my operation".
Halstead attempted to

ma~e

new ring' as Madewen tried to do.

a new ctulal instead of s. new
The aponeurosis of the external

oblique and internal oblique and transversalis muscles and
fascia were cut from the external abdominal ring to a

poin~

2 ventimeters above and .external to the internal abdominal
ring.

Then the vas deferens and blood vessels of the cord iso-

lated and nearly all the vessels excised in order to make
the cord smaller.

Halstead reported excellent results, but

later was forced to modify his operation.
In modifying this the chief differences were that the cord
was not lifted from its b ~'d and t1!e internal ring \NaS not
incised above the internal ring.

The aponeurosis of the

external oblique ml1scle is divided and the flaps reflected
as in the Easeini-Halstead fashion.

The internal oblique

muscle dissected free and sutured to Pouparts ligs,ment.
The lower flap of the cremaster muscle and its fascia are
drawn u.p under the internal oblique an<l sutured there.
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The aponeurosis of the external oblique muscle is ov-rlapped
as in Andrews method.

llhis methodhns become one of the standard

hernial treatments of modern surgery.
1£. W.

Andrews introduced his

op~ration

in 1895. (1 l.

In his org-inal article he states: "While -oased upon the best
modern, open method, and while cOlliessedly an outgrowth of
experience with 1Iacewen, Bassine, Halstead and similar operations, yet the carrying out of the imbrication idea so
far changes the technique as to make it as different from
them all as they are fl'om each other, and perha,ps ,entitle_
it to be. recog,qized a,s a new operation.

His technique is

[~s

fOllows:
A

s~:in

incision

2)

cm. above and parallel to 20uparts

ligr;,ment is carried froJl near the pubis to the internal ring-.
Then another incision is made thru and parallel to th,,: fibers
of' the external oblique.

The sac is then dissected out and

removed.
The canal d.S3 cleared of its contents and the cord lifted
out.

'l'he inte,rnal ring is narrowed by sutllrinp' the conjoin

tindon and transversalis fascia firmly to Pouparts ligament.
ihen the cord is laid over the line of' suture and the
aponeurosis of the external oblique closed over it forminp'
a new canal.
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Andrews claimed the following advantages:
1. Large strong flaps of any needed size to fill the

internal ring ••
2. Transplantation of the layers of aponeurosis.
3. Interlocking layers giving broad surfaces of union.
4. Shortening of anterior as well as posterior wass
of canal making them mutually supporting and
relievin~

tension on deep sutures.

5,•• Cord amply pro tec ted.

Woelfter introduced a method of closure of

t~e

hernial

opening by suturing the internal oblique and transversalis
and rec ti muscles to Pouparts ligament.
principally for direct hernias.

1'his method was.

At one time he also trans-

planted the cord by removing the testis from the scrotum
by

sev'?ring theQ.'ubernaculu,m 01 Hunter.

He then severed

the transversalis fascia at the outer border of the rectus
and pushed the testis between the two recti iJ1Uscles, and
transferred it to the scrotum and BP:'ain sutured the gubernaculum.

The precedure was not satisfactory b?cause the cord

was likely to become compressed by muscular action or 8car
tissue and cause atrophy of the testis.
Ferguson introduded his operation in 1900.

Its prodedure

is as follows:
A curued incision extending downward from 1 1/2 inches
below the anterior superior spine of the ileum was made
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I~ext

terminating over the conjoin t,maon.
abdominal

th'" external

ring was cut and the aponeurosis of the extersep~ruted ~irectly

nnl oblique

over the canul b,yond the

external ring, over the internal oblique muscle.

~he

snc

opened and dissected from tb-? cora and liguted hi9:'J: up.
The cord itself is not disturbed, being especially careful of the veins and vas deferens.
The internal ring is stren?!thened
th~ tr~llsvers8lis

slacL:: in

facia by

8

b~;

tHL::ing UI) the

few sutures.

~he

internal oblL,ue and transversBlis 1'acia are then sutured to
Pouparts ligament; this suturing extends fully two-thirds
->

down the ligament.
in case of

f:l

If the conjoin tendon is

,

or

defici~nt

dir''?ct herniu, the rectus muscle is sutured

to Poupart ligament.
IIhe external edges oi' th

nul 001i
thus

musel", arE

l lle

reatorin~

to.:,ether and oVerlapped.

the extern31 abdominDl ring.

Bloodgood is 1898
either to

brou~ht

aponellro8J s o:f. th-: e:.rt""r-

dir~ct

deseribe~

his oneration applicable

or indirect hernia.

~h~

interior sheath

of the rectus is incised and the r,s.ctus muscle and sheath
drawn do.wn una sutured with the conjoin tendon and internal

obliqu~

In

to I'ouparts ligament.

1~19

Bloodgood made the statement that better suc-

cess could be obtained by transplanting the cord.
Bla~e

in 1900 modified this by

oblique, ana the posterior

sh~ath OJ

elevatin~

th~

the internal

rectus is incised

along its outer edge as far down as the pubic spine.

~he
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cord then lifted up and the rectus muscle satured to
?ouparts ligt.:l!l1ent.
Doctor

~eorge

Eowler of

~roo~lyn

introiuced and

operation where in he transplnnted'the cord into the
perintoneal cavity.

A

s~in

incision was made, the

dissected and the cord lifted out of the bed.

~ac

The

posterior wall 01 the canal was opened and the cord transplanted into th0 abdominal cavity and the w0und closed.
An attempt was made to strens,:,then the eyt""rnnl ring- by

sut'lrin9: the c0njoin tendon, and the aponeurosis of thl'"
external oblique to Pouparts ligament.
also

inc~ude

the pyramidalis.

'.pwo su tures should

¥erguson states that

h~

used this mE,thod to advrmtage where the he>rnia nrotruder1
considerably.

(12)

Lamphear introduced anoth<;r method vJhere by he dissect ed 0!1 t the sac and cut it 100s e. then
sac and

m~de

a tunic for

rin~ ~nd

through the internal
cover the opening.

th~

tOOL~

the or ig:ina1

testis, then pushed the testis
sutured the cord so as to

This operation ','vas not successf'nl be-

cause if infections started it was necessary to open the
abdomen for drainage.
stroyed
~.

th~

Sec ondly the body temper!iture de-

function of the testis.

-. Phelps instigated a method of curing: hernia

by 18cin12: the canal with silver wire.

He used from 25 to

100 feet of jine \ii,ire and claimed to have introrhlCed as

high as 300 feet

~ith

no bad results.

No one else seems
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to have had success with the method.
Another method which was introduced in 1899 by Lane
was the use of electricity in hernia.

He introduced

ft

needle into the canal and passed electricity in the
strength of twenty milliamperes for tV,ienty minut es, and
,th,,=n applied a truss, which the p'atient
and effected

Ji

cure.

His worz.:

W8S

for two months

wor~

probably the basis for

a good many of the electric belts and magic cures sold
to the.gullible by the ever persistant quack.
L. L. M' arthur of Uhicag:o in trod lJ.ced
suture method in 1906.

HU

topla,st ic

He claimed that it remained as

a fibrous tissue, or if it died was
absorbed.
.

But that

;'

if it lived was a permanent r,esistance. to consequesent

stretching.
The usual

s~in

incision is made,

aponeurosis into 8.D ext ernul l'lnd

~in

dividiD~

the

internal flap.

sac is then dealt with as the operator

de~ms

best.

'l'he
Then

a bundle of fibers entering into the formation of the 1nternal pillar of the ring is split off from below upward
from the edge of the internEI edge of the external oblique
up to its termination.
attached below.
inch in wid the

It is cut lOOSA above but left

The strips should be about one-eighth
An id.entica.l

~trip

i$ then taken from this

external pillar of the ring, and the sutures are ready
for use.

They are best handled by tying a needle threaded

with a piece of silK to

tbe~tree

end.

Any operation may
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then be performed, using this

tissue as a suture

livin~

for all but the slCin.
In 1921

w.

~.

Gallie and A.

~.

LeMesurier did

i'urther work with the living- suture and perfected the
method so that a reasonable

d~gree

its remaining alive is assured.

of certainty as to

~hey

used mostly tendons

and enjoyed the most success in large ventral hernias.
~t

has since been used with

~reat

success in inguinal

hernia.
In 1928 Henry M. Lyle of new

Yor~

collect~d

of cases inwhich livinp' sutures were used.

a series

'llhree hundred

and thirty-five patients were operated upon, one hundred
and fifty-nine were followed for a period of eizhteen
months for five and on half years, various methods were
used.

In one hundred and one operations there were three

recurrences or a failure of only three percent.
foul" cases of the, direct type five failed or a
of nine and five-tenths percent.

In fiftyrecnrr~nce

At the same time a

series of cases using regular sutures were done.

In

two hundred cases of indirect ing-n.inal hernia ther;"! were
nine percent failures.

In seventy one cases of the direct

type there were fourteen
statistics he drew the

N~rcent

followin~

failures.

jl'rom these

conclusions;

1. Eacial sutures are still on trial.
2. Facial sutures live and unit:::: "lith muscles.
3. In this series of cases facial sutures prove better
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than cat gut.
4.

Th~

Gallie method is best for difficult hernia and

by its use the fi eld of operabili ty can be widened
to include cases formerly thought to inoperable.
5. The future progress in surgery will be along physiological lines ond the problem will solve itself
when we

C811

estt~JJliGh

us an ei:Licient muscular

mechV,l1ism as the one which guards the normal inguinal canal.
The progress in hernia healing has been most interesting particularly from a suri2:ical standpoint.

It may

be stated that our methods are considerably more successful than those of the

t~ncients.

yet 'vvi th all our ;,cnow-

ledge of anatomy and tec'b..nique there is still something
lacking in our attempt to cope with hernia.

Even our

best methods have some failures.
In attacking the problem of hernia cure there are
three main points to be considered;
1. Hemoval of the sac.
2. Retaining the normal obliquity of
the canal.
3. strengthening of the posterior wall.
To meet these requirements four main operations have been
presented, the Bassina, the Halsted, the Andrews and the
.b'erguson.
In consideration of the Bassini, while it was one
of the first modern operations, yet it is the one which
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most

restores the canal to the normal, and meets

~early

the thre e necessary condit ions. The 1:$'assini is extremely popular because of the simple proceedure and the
gratifying resul ts obtained from it.

In a s'lrvey of a

large numl)er of clinical cases this operation had had
only from three to nine percent recurrenoes.
:t,'he Halsted was the next operation to come out, and
while the author claimed great things for
very successful.

it~

it ,is not

Its chief weak points and reasons for

its failure are as follows:

1. Division of the internal oblique.
2. Transplantation of the cord between the
cut ends of the muscle fibers.
3.

Brin~ing

the cord in a direct line

throu~h

the abdominal wall. It is here quite easy. for
the hernia to protrude directly through.
Andrews operation after all mu,;t l)' ee'Il;d,J":r

JJifluution of Halsted's method.
the

weu~

F.l

Andrews evidently saw

points in llulsted's operation and sought to cor-

reot them by bringing the lower flap of the external
oblique over the cord.

~his

operation is still used

considerably in cases of direct hernia ond in instances
where the muscular wall is weak, such as in old men.
'l'he study of the ,ferguson operation is eSl1ecially

interestinf?:.

Ferguson in his ori.ginal articles was very

radical, and Seemed to be willing to fi/Zht anyone who
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believed in the transplantation of the cord.
partioularly hostile toward

~assini

He was

and his method

stating that he could see no excuse for this proceedure
when

B

method

BS

certain as his could be used.

Ferguson

was particularly dogmatiC in his umvillingness to touch
the cord.

He

~eemed

to be of the impression that the

oord was as delioate as a nerve tract and to disturb
it was oertain to cause phlebitis.

Ris stand practioally

split herniology into two sohools, those supporting the
theory of cord transplantation and those against it.
Many bitter arguments arose, and as is the usual caee,
settled.nothing.
In the

~inal

analysis of

~erguson's

oneration we

find that he has not met with all the requirements of a
normal inguinal canal, principally in that he has not
strengthened the posterior wall.

l"rom another angle

if the internal and external rings were dialated to any
extent the hernia could come straight through, the same
as it can in Halsteds.
Then in reality ail that Ferguson did was to
the sao.

li~ate

Neither restoring the normal obliquity of the

canal or strengthening the posterior wall.
ported excellent success.

'~he

Yet he re-

failure of the method to

oarry out the lest two of three fundamental:ii 11'1 hernia
oure brings out another consideration.
~here

has been some

wor~

done recently where the
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operators went in and merely removed the sac, and

ti~ht

ened the rinfs drawing- them as far apart as possible.

l£x-

cellent results have been reported, which seem 109'ical
in cases where the posterior wall is
port itself.

stron~

enou9:h to sup-

Therefore it seems logical that in selected

cases \tVi th a strong conjoitl tendon, this proceednre is
sufficient and probably explains j::erQ"lsons success.
In summing up the surgical treatment of hernia it
may be said; No one operation can be used entirely.

In

cases where ?oupar ts ligament is strong, th·e internal
obI iC{ue sho uld be attao hed to it.
hernias the cord should be

In di rect and larg-e

transplant~d

and in most in-

stances it is desirable to pull the rectus muscle

do~m.

In general, it may he stated that a good many more years
of study and collection of statistics are needed, and
that by no means is the study of hernial surftery complete.
strange as it mH.y seem the once discarded injection
method of' treatment has tlR'ain come into the spotli",ht.
In 1927 Pina Mestre, ,a Spaniard, introduced a new solution,
supposed to be free from the handIcaps and dangers of
those used toward the middle of the 19th century.

He and

his associates report eight thousand cases, which were almost without exception, relieved in ten to fifteen days.
They

re~port

its us e surpris in,-:rly safe in r ",d uoi ble hernias.

The solution is composed of the tinctures of several drugs,
which on a chemical analysis show the active principals
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to be alcohol a.nd tanic acid.
Doctor Hall in his article reports the case of two
physicians, one of whom had had three post-operative
recurrences of

dQubl~

inguinal hernias.

jections his hernias were erradicated.

ldter five inli:ight months

later his hernial discomforts were still at an end.
The proceedure is relatively simple.

All that is

needed in the wa¥ of equipment is a ten c.c. syringe,
and stainless steel needles, one seven-eighlh$ inches
long, one one and a fourth inches long and one one and
a half inches long.

The field is prepared the same as

anl surgical field, and procaine solution used as the
anesthetic.

'l'he patient lies in the recumbent pOSition

and the hernia reduced.

~hen

he is changed to the

'l'rendelenburg posi tion.

Then the in.g:uinal canal is ex-

amined with the finger for its complete reduction.

After

anesthetizing the canal the solution is injected very
slowly.

The injection of two c.c. should require from

three to five minutes, as rapid injection induces a painful reaction.
The needle is then rapidly withdrawn ann pressure
appli ed to the si ght of the inj ec tion.

Seepage into the

cutaneous tissue will cause a burning sensation.
patient is brought to a level position and

'l'he

B Froper~y

fitting truss, applied to the area of the internal ring.
The proper application of the truss at the internal ring

is very important.
into the sac,

This prevents return of the intestine

~eeping

the walls of the sac closed.

This

minimizes the possibility of intestinal adhesions.

R. Wolte in presenting his paper gave some reports
on animal experimentation, which are very interesting.
1. }'ive roms. of the solution were injected in-

to the rectus muscle of rats.

Ina few cases

the abdominal cavity was entered.

l'he result

was rapidly fatal, due to intestinal adhesions.
2. The solution was next injected into the

muscles of the hind leg.

In about ten days a

tumor arose, and in some cases ulcerated, healin~

rapidly, however.

ation 01 connective

Biopsy showed; prolifer-

tiSS1H~

cells, large mono-

nuclear phagocyteas, giant cells, !lnd in short
a. type of granuloma.
3. Experiments wer e carri ed on in the sperr.:18tic

cord of

[J

dog.

!'i ve mms. were inj ect ed for six

days, thirty days luter the cord and testicle
were removed, and biopsy showed absolutely no
major abnormality in the testicle or vas def"rens.
These experiments pointed odt that;
1. The admission of the fluid into the body

cavity would no doubt CBuse intestinal adhesions.
2. There was a vigorous proliferation of

COll-
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cella.

n~ctive

3. Injection into the spermatic cord need
not cause an obliteration of the vas.
Wolfe. sums up the reasons for the failure of the inj ectioll
method under the earlier operators.
1.

solutions employed were

~he

irritatin~

end

frequently caused severe pain and necrosis of
the pflrt inject edt
2.

~s

a

result of the reaction, the solution

could be

~"':iV211

but once 1n ten days, and the

patient had to be confined to bed. This was
the experi ence of Heaton.
3. I he development of antiseptic surgery and
l

its wide spread use by the medical profession.
4. 'l'he failure of the earli er exponents of

the injection method of treatment to

unde~-

stand properly the origin and the adoption on
their part of an erroneous working hypothesis
in

attemotin~
!

..

..."'~

a repair.

RaIl, Mestre, and Wolfe report some very miraculous
cures.

RaIl gives his summa.ry as follows;
1. Injection of hernia by the Pina hlestre

method is safe and effective in almost every
case.
2. Histopathological examination in experimental animals inaicates this fluid stimulates

seroplastic exuation, and formation of adhesions,
and a connective tissue barrier, thus effectively

bloc~in~

and obliteratin? the canal.

3. l'he treatment may be employed in all types
of hernia, it is contra-indicated when the protrusion can't be reduced, and also in
Wolferecommends it especially in a case of poor
risk, old age, or a nOD-election

o~

bl~eders.
sur~ical

surgery, the injection

method should be considered.
In this country the injecti on trel.ltment of hernia
is lood:ed npon vvi th disfovor at the present time.

It is

used :nore among the irregular practictioners and charlatans.
Its present status is analagous to the position of the inj

ection treatment of hemorrhoids

and varicose veins

a

decade ago •. The claims for this treatment have not as
yet been substantiated to the professions satisfaction.
However, some experimentation is bein2 carried on at the
Uni versi ty of u.i.innesota, and when their report comes out
it will no doubt either be put on a

st~Hldard

basis, or

discarded.
It is interesting to glance bac.;c at the
hernia treatment.

'l'irne has caused the

one method to another.

pro~ress

castin~

in

about from

The most ancient method was palli-

ative and the ancients depended mostly on trusses with a
few exceptions.

In the course of time surgery was intro-

duced, but with the coming of the barber surgeon, trusses
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again became the method of choice.

One 18th century

surgeon was supposed to have said that the reason he did
not operate was because he had to spend all his time app~ying

cured~

trusses to those cases which other surgeons had
The injection method was then introduced and

flourished for about 50 years.

With the comin&r of :Sister

surgery became the popular method of radical treatment,
aud remains so today.
Mestre mean?

Now, what will the

wor~c

of Pina

Oertainly no one method has proven infallible.

Hippocrates might well have been forecasting the history of the treatment of hernia when he said: " Life is
short, and the art long; the occasion fleeting: experience
fallacious, and judgment difficult."
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